
 
 
From:  "karen" <fcm@gamewood.net> 
To:   <URLGEIS@nrc.gov> 
Date:   9/18/2007 8:31:03 AM  
Subject:  Notice of Intent To Prepare a Generic Environmental   
 
Comments: 
 
I have concerns that The citizens in the eastern part of the United States have 
not had opportunity to comment on uranium mining and ask that there be an 
extention on the comment preoid until after a meeting is held in or near Danville, 
VA..  
 
As you can see from the article below, there is a unique formation in Pittsylvania 
County that could be studied for futuruse in containing radioactivity.  This area 
should be protected and studied.  Not mined and destroyed. 
 
Karen B. Maute 
2920 Mt. Cross Rd. 
Danville, VA  24540 
434-797-3460 
 
Can phenomenon bring safe uranium mining? 
 
 
By REBECCA BLANTON 
Register & Bee staff writer 
September 17, 2007 
 
 
CHATHAM - Pittsylvania County - it's land a geologist or a farmer could benefit 
from. Fortunately, they both do. 
 
Experts say if politicians will loosen the purse strings and fund the necessary 
research, the county's geology could reveal secrets that could save lives and 
benefit the economy through uranium mining. 
 
"It's sitting right here in our own backyard," A.K. Sinha, a senior geologist at 
Virginia Tech, said of the solution to safely mining uranium worldwide. 
 
"You talk to people in Washington, and they look to Australia, to Finland (for 
research). But the solution is here in our own backyard." 
 
Sinha is talking about Coles Hill. 
 
It rests on Coles Road off Chalk Level Road in the Sheva community, which is 
north of Chatham and south of Gretna. 



 
Marline Corp. of Canada calls Coles Hill the largest undeveloped uranium 
deposit in North America. Uranium is a heavy silvery-white metallic element 
processed for use in research, nuclear fuels and nuclear weapons. 
 
Journey of curiosity 
Sinha has spent almost a decade studying the secrets the geology of Coles Hill. 
The impact of it has yet to reach much farther than academic journals. 
 
"We think we can learn something from this site that can be applied to existing 
contaminated sites and nuclear waste repositories," Sinha said. 
 
Like many big secrets, this one was hiding in plain view. All it took to spot it was 
a bit of curiosity and a will to dig a little deeper into the mystery. 
 
"That's part of my job, my coursework - talking about the geology of Appalachia," 
he said. "This is part of Appalachian geology." 
While teaching and talking one day, Sinha said he heard about an unusual 
phenomenon in Pittsylvania County. 
 
"These are the kinds of things that you don't happen to just discover," Sinha said. 
"They're in the literature, you get curious about it and you take the next step. The 
big thing for science is curiosity driven science," he continued. 
 
"So once I heard about it - I don't remember how, maybe one of my students told 
me about it - we decided to go out and look at the place ourselves." 
 
A journey of curiosity turned into what could become one of the greatest 
discoveries in the world: A natural process that keeps the most deadly ore in the 
world from seeping into natural water systems like rivers, ponds and water 
tables. It's rare, and as far as Sinha knows, it's only in a few places, including 
Pittsylvania County. 
 
"I couldn't say that it's the only one in the world because I haven't kept track of 
the literature, so I don't know if there is another one like this. It is one of the few," 
he said. "It's a rare one. It's large but, rare. Coles Hill is unique. It is rich in 
uranium, but it is also rich in science." 
 
'A natural phenomenon' 
The county itself is filled with geologic science, most of it rare, with minerals 
appearing in this county that are found only in Japan or Norway, experts say. 
 
Construction work to re-contour old mines in the spring of 1996 at the 
19th-century Hutter iron mine in northern Pittsylvania County exposed a small 
dump composed almost entirely of manganese-rich rocks. 
 



Minerals found in this dump include carbonates; manganese olivines and 
humites; manganese oxides and spinels; a manganese pyroxenoid; 
manganese-rich sphalerite; alabandite; spessartine garnet; barium-manganese 
mica; and barite. 
Several of these minerals are previously unknown from the southern 
Appalachians, and at least one (kinoshitalite) has been reported only once in 
North America. Like Coles Hill, these minerals are part of a geologic 
phenomenon found in the county. 
 
"The organization of geological events and processes, all the geologic features 
are in response to certain processes and at Coles Hill, certain processes just 
happened to combine to give this concentration to uranium," Sinha said. 
 
"What we discovered was there was a big research challenge. Why didn't the 
uranium physically migrate into the water system, the rivers and the ponds? We 
found it does not," he said. "We were able to discover that. We have a very good 
handle on that. It's because of the chemical reactions that take place in the 
region. The chemicals and the reactions in that place trap the uranium." 
 
Sinha added, "That's why it's so unique. I think it's worth a lot more investigation 
to discover more. That is the key. Fundamentally, it is the key to everything at 
Coles Hill. It is a natural phenomenon. 
 
"You need to get Washington people thinking on the same wavelength about it. I 
don't think they understand." 
 
Science vs. money 
People have forgotten about Coles Hill since its discovery about six years ago, 
but the science, the research, the need to pry a few more secrets loose is still 
there, Sinha said. 
 
"It has some secrets I haven't been able to unravel," he said. "So, it's important 
for the science. Nature does well without us." 
 
Sinha explained that if scientists can understand what is happening at Coles Hill 
before mining begins or the unique geological features are destroyed, it is 
possible to create a technology or scientific process that could make uranium 
mining safe for the world. 
 
"This is an opportunity for funding agencies - federal, state, local, even 
commercial organizations - if they would just capture the real value, the science," 
he said. 
 
The race, Sinha said, is between science and money. He believes it is possible 
for both sides to win if people grasp the importance of the site in time. 
 



"It's not the technology that will be the heart of the discussion. It's perception," he 
said. "Will they lean on the side of science or the side of more dollars? 
 
"They aren't mutually incompatible. You can have both, but you need an 
organizational framework that's looking out for both sides. If you have a 
community that wants to deploy technologies for the dollar, they're not going to 
look at the other half. 
 
"If you have scientists running around just looking at the work, they're not very 
thoughtful about the economy either," Sinha said. "My request is to pull the two 
communities around Coles Hill. Wouldn't that be fascinating? For the first time, 
scientists would be talking to venture capitalists or to politicians. What a 
concept." 
 
'A great resource' 
Gov. Timothy M. Kaine announced Wednesday that his office would be exploring 
energy alternatives as well as exploring how safe uranium mining has become in 
the last 25 years. 
 
Safe mining, however, is not the issue, say experts from Oak Ridge's National 
Laboratory. The "mine tailings" or what is left after the ore is mined is what 
creates the greatest danger. Tailings dissolve in water and seep into water 
tables, rivers and ponds. 
 
That danger and the secret in how to curb it is what Coles Hill offers - if scientists 
can get to it before engineers and miners do. 
 
"Research tasks should be done now. I'm not in the political loop," Sinha said. 
"So I don't know what will happen. 
 
"I'm just a scientist. Give us the resources so we can share with you the best 
scientific knowledge that we can generate. And then you make the decision (to 
mine or not)," he said. 
 
"The richness is not just the deposit with respect to dollars, but also richness with 
respect to science. Which way do you go right now? Here is a great resource for 
the commonwealth. 
"It'll generate however many millions of dollars for the economy, but it's a great 
scientific resource. Someone in upper management has to sit down and he or 
she can decide all on their own which way to go," Sinha said. "People like me 
make one simple request - let's get all the knowledge we can about this region 
and then sit back and look at it thoughtfully and say, hmmm, this is our best route 
and this is where we should seek agreement." 
 
Contact Rebecca Blanton at rblanton@registerbee.com or (434) 791-7984. 
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Comments: 
  
I have concerns that The citizens in the eastern part of the United States have not had opportunity to comment on uranium mining 
and ask that there be an extention on the comment preoid until after a meeting is held in or near Danville, VA..  
  
As you can see from the article below, there is a unique formation in Pittsylvania County that could be studied for futuruse in 
containing radioactivity.  This area should be protected and studied.  Not mined and destroyed. 
  
Karen B. Maute 
2920 Mt. Cross Rd. 
Danville, VA  24540 
434-797-3460 
  
Can phenomenon bring safe uranium mining? 
 
By REBECCA BLANTON 
Register & Bee staff writer 
September 17, 2007 
 
CHATHAM - Pittsylvania County - it’s land a geologist or a farmer could benefit from. Fortunately, they both do. 
 
Experts say if politicians will loosen the purse strings and fund the necessary research, the county’s geology could 
reveal secrets that could save lives and benefit the economy through uranium mining. 
 
“It’s sitting right here in our own backyard,” A.K. Sinha, a senior geologist at Virginia Tech, said of the solution to 
safely mining uranium worldwide. 
 
“You talk to people in Washington, and they look to Australia, to Finland (for research). But the solution is here in 
our own backyard.” 
 
Sinha is talking about Coles Hill. 
 
It rests on Coles Road off Chalk Level Road in the Sheva community, which is north of Chatham and south of 
Gretna. 
 
Marline Corp. of Canada calls Coles Hill the largest undeveloped uranium deposit in North America. Uranium is a 
heavy silvery-white metallic element processed for use in research, nuclear fuels and nuclear weapons. 

Journey of curiosity 
Sinha has spent almost a decade studying the secrets the geology of Coles Hill. The impact of it has yet to reach 
much farther than academic journals. 
 
“We think we can learn something from this site that can be applied to existing contaminated sites and nuclear 
waste repositories,” Sinha said. 
 
Like many big secrets, this one was hiding in plain view. All it took to spot it was a bit of curiosity and a will to 
dig a little deeper into the mystery. 
 
“That’s part of my job, my coursework - talking about the geology of Appalachia,” he said. “This is part of 
Appalachian geology.” 
While teaching and talking one day, Sinha said he heard about an unusual phenomenon in Pittsylvania County. 
 
“These are the kinds of things that you don’t happen to just discover,” Sinha said. “They’re in the literature, you 
get curious about it and you take the next step. The big thing for science is curiosity driven science,” he 
continued. 
 
“So once I heard about it - I don’t remember how, maybe one of my students told me about it - we decided to go 
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out and look at the place ourselves.” 
 
A journey of curiosity turned into what could become one of the greatest discoveries in the world: A natural 
process that keeps the most deadly ore in the world from seeping into natural water systems like rivers, ponds 
and water tables. It’s rare, and as far as Sinha knows, it’s only in a few places, including Pittsylvania County. 
 
“I couldn’t say that it’s the only one in the world because I haven’t kept track of the literature, so I don’t know if 
there is another one like this. It is one of the few,” he said. “It’s a rare one. It’s large but, rare. Coles Hill is 
unique. It is rich in uranium, but it is also rich in science.” 

‘A natural phenomenon’ 
The county itself is filled with geologic science, most of it rare, with minerals appearing in this county that are 
found only in Japan or Norway, experts say. 
 
Construction work to re-contour old mines in the spring of 1996 at the 19th-century Hutter iron mine in northern 
Pittsylvania County exposed a small dump composed almost entirely of manganese-rich rocks. 
 
Minerals found in this dump include carbonates; manganese olivines and humites; manganese oxides and 
spinels; a manganese pyroxenoid; manganese-rich sphalerite; alabandite; spessartine garnet; barium-
manganese mica; and barite. 
Several of these minerals are previously unknown from the southern Appalachians, and at least one 
(kinoshitalite) has been reported only once in North America. Like Coles Hill, these minerals are part of a geologic 
phenomenon found in the county. 
 
“The organization of geological events and processes, all the geologic features are in response to certain 
processes and at Coles Hill, certain processes just happened to combine to give this concentration to uranium,” 
Sinha said. 
 
“What we discovered was there was a big research challenge. Why didn’t the uranium physically migrate into the 
water system, the rivers and the ponds? We found it does not,” he said. “We were able to discover that. We have 
a very good handle on that. It’s because of the chemical reactions that take place in the region. The chemicals 
and the reactions in that place trap the uranium.” 
 
Sinha added, “That’s why it’s so unique. I think it’s worth a lot more investigation to discover more. That is the 
key. Fundamentally, it is the key to everything at Coles Hill. It is a natural phenomenon. 
 
“You need to get Washington people thinking on the same wavelength about it. I don’t think they understand.” 

Science vs. money 
People have forgotten about Coles Hill since its discovery about six years ago, but the science, the research, the 
need to pry a few more secrets loose is still there, Sinha said. 
 
“It has some secrets I haven’t been able to unravel,” he said. “So, it’s important for the science. Nature does well 
without us.” 
 
Sinha explained that if scientists can understand what is happening at Coles Hill before mining begins or the 
unique geological features are destroyed, it is possible to create a technology or scientific process that could 
make uranium mining safe for the world. 
 
“This is an opportunity for funding agencies - federal, state, local, even commercial organizations - if they would 
just capture the real value, the science,” he said. 
 
The race, Sinha said, is between science and money. He believes it is possible for both sides to win if people 
grasp the importance of the site in time. 
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“It’s not the technology that will be the heart of the discussion. It’s perception,” he said. “Will they lean on the 
side of science or the side of more dollars? 
 
“They aren’t mutually incompatible. You can have both, but you need an organizational framework that’s looking 
out for both sides. If you have a community that wants to deploy technologies for the dollar, they’re not going to 
look at the other half. 
 
“If you have scientists running around just looking at the work, they’re not very thoughtful about the economy 
either,” Sinha said. “My request is to pull the two communities around Coles Hill. Wouldn’t that be fascinating? 
For the first time, scientists would be talking to venture capitalists or to politicians. What a concept.” 

‘A great resource’ 
Gov. Timothy M. Kaine announced Wednesday that his office would be exploring energy alternatives as well as 
exploring how safe uranium mining has become in the last 25 years. 
 
Safe mining, however, is not the issue, say experts from Oak Ridge’s National Laboratory. The “mine tailings” or 
what is left after the ore is mined is what creates the greatest danger. Tailings dissolve in water and seep into 
water tables, rivers and ponds. 
 
That danger and the secret in how to curb it is what Coles Hill offers - if scientists can get to it before engineers 
and miners do. 
 
“Research tasks should be done now. I’m not in the political loop,” Sinha said. “So I don’t know what will happen. 
 
“I’m just a scientist. Give us the resources so we can share with you the best scientific knowledge that we can 
generate. And then you make the decision (to mine or not),” he said. 
 
“The richness is not just the deposit with respect to dollars, but also richness with respect to science. Which way 
do you go right now? Here is a great resource for the commonwealth. 
“It’ll generate however many millions of dollars for the economy, but it’s a great scientific resource. Someone in 
upper management has to sit down and he or she can decide all on their own which way to go,” Sinha said. 
“People like me make one simple request - let’s get all the knowledge we can about this region and then sit back 
and look at it thoughtfully and say, hmmm, this is our best route and this is where we should seek agreement.” 
 
Contact Rebecca Blanton at rblanton@registerbee.com or (434) 791-7984. 
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